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Abstract: There are offered scientifically sound water management activities to stabilize the environmental
situation in the Small Aral Sea by the cascade control and allocation of water resources and developed a scheme
of water resources management and engineering activities in the Small Aral Sea, which allows to minimize the
area of the drying sea bed
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INTRODUCTION finally did not turn into a dead zone it is necessary to

Drying of Aral Sea is causing serious ecological not only  in  the Small Aral Sea, but also in the Kazakh
processes. With the advent of the vast territory drained part of the Greater Sea. To implement such a plan also
bottom of the sea in the center zone of the great deserts need constructive solutions and political agreements.
of  Kyzylkum   and   Karakum  formed  another  new Undertaken by the countries of Central Asia, actions to
desert- Aralkum, the danger of which is that it is a improve the environmental situation in the Aral Sea basin
continuous saline consisting of fine-grained marine have not brought the desired effect.
sediments and residues of mineral deposits, washed with In these circumstances, the question is particularly
irrigated fields. acute gain practical actions to revive the Gulf

At the moment of the former sea are stayed three Saryshyganak with restoration of its water-salt regime,
large ponds. In the Kazakh part of the Aral Sea is formed which helps to improve the socio- ecological state of the
by small, in which currently stabilized environment and Aral Sea region.
water situation [1-3]. More importantly the creation of controlled by

Within a large sea formed two ponds. The volume of volume and level of cascade reservoirs in the Kazakh part
these reservoirs significantly reduced and the water is of the Greater Sea on the principle of wetlands that
highly mineralized. In this regard, on this territory contribute to improving the social and environmental
totallytransformed the flora and fauna,discontinued situation in region. Technical solutions are proposedin
operations of Fisheries and insular national reserve the form of water management measures to stabilize and
“Barsakelmes”. Former towns and villages, where the preserve the natural balance of the water, its recovery
population previously engaged in fishing emptied circuit in the basin of the sea. There is recommended to
theirstruck economic crisis. build cascade reservoirs in the Kazakh part of the Aral Sea

By lowering the sea level in its waters formed desert, (Fig.1), which allows efficient use of the discharged water
surface is covered with layers of salt chloride-sulfate in the Aral Sea and significantly increase the value of the
content. Frequently occurring storms raise the fine salt fishery ponds [4-7].
and toxic substances into the atmosphere, which causes Partitioned off a dam in 1) Gulf  Saryshyganak 2)
people serious health problems. Small Aral 3) between island Barsakelmes and

Today, thanks to built in 2005 Kokaral dam water peninsulaKulandy 4) between Island Renaissance and the
surface area of the Small Aral Sea expanding and the salt peninsula Kulandy, A-Split Point Sea AEZHM-dynamics
concentration decreases. Now here are restored fish reduce  Greater  Sea  ABVGK-dynamics  improve  the
populationsand there is environmental and economic Small Aral Sea, GDE-level restore Gulf “Saryshyganak”
revival. Nevertheless, located in the Greater Sea reservoir ZHZL-creating wetlands “Barsakelmes”

provide environmental and water management activities
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Fig. 1: Principles of cascade control of the Aral Sea: 

Fig. 2: Topographic characteristics of the evaporation from the water surface reservoirs in km .3

At sea level cascade control individual straits bay.Created a reservoir of fresh water 4.75-5.0 km  volume
overlapped earthen dam and spillway with fish sufficient for the development of fisheries, will reappear
ladders,bath graphic and hydrological characteristics of extinct species, will reappear extinct species. Improve the
which are shown in Fig. 2. socio- economic infrastructure in the Aral and Kazaly

The first dam with a mark of 50 m abs. overlaps areas Kyzylordaregion. By increasing the number of fish
Saryshyganak Bay, with topographical characteristics and in the Small Aral Sea and the Gulf will reach the economic
the amount of evaporation from the water surface (Fig. 2a effect due to the appearance of additional jobs, improve
and 2b), which will raise the water level and completely the state Environmental Activities, creating zones of
cover the dried up bottom of the gulf until Aralsk. recreation - social impact, due to a decrease of salinity, the

Pond created by dint of the first dam has the amount of dust and salt storms and desertification of the
following advantages: the reservoir is created with area-environmental effects.
parameters close to the natural water regime, water The second dam-is an existing dam with
directly will fill the dockage near Aralsk. Additionally be Kokaralwatermark of 42 m and is to establish the
covered with water about 800-850 km  bay. Gulf restore its characteristics (Pic. 2c and 2d). The water level in this part2

biodiversity faster than elev. 46 m resumes water and Salt of the sea, you can stop at that point or rise the parapet
exchange between individual parts of the sea, will begin design using up to 43 m, as suggested by the PC
an intensive process of desalination of water in the “Kazgiprovodkhoz”.

2
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Fig. 3: Topographic characteristics of the Kazakh part of
the Great Sea

In this case, the parameters of the Small Aral improve
significantly, the volume of water will be more than 30 km3
of water area-3.5 km  and an average depth in the pond2

will be in the range of 6 m, which is optimal for the
suppression of the process of eutrophication (flowering)
of water.

Third dam (see Fig. 1), covers the strait between the
peninsula and Kulandy,Barsakelmes at around 35 m abs
and the water level in this reservoir must be kept, subject
to receipt of the SS within 32-33 MABS, while permitting
water - at around 35 pm In this case, the Kazakh part of a
larger body of water created by the sea in the form of
wetlands connected Tuschybas the bay with the
characteristics shown in Figure 3.

The volume of water is estimated to be less than 3
times (10.2 km  at around 35 m) than the volume of the3

Small Aral at level 42 m abs. The average depth is also
three times less in this pond will prevail wetlands
(wetlands) from 3-4 to 5-6 m deep depressions, including
bay Tuschybas whose presence is confirmed by satellite
imagery. Coverage area with water at around 35 m is 2600
km , 800 km  area is less than the Small Aral Sea at around2 2

42 meters, but by 1800 km  larger than the area of the Gulf2

at the mark 50m.
As a result, in the Small Aral Sea and the northern

part of the Greater Sea creates a cascade of reservoirs,
which  would  be  optimal  for  the regulation of water-salt

regime of reservoirs in the Kazakh part of the Aral Sea and
the Aral Sea region temperature. Fishery value of each of
these bodies of water is saved and when equipped with
fish ladders increase significantly, since all three of the
reservoir will be part of the cascade and anatropous fish.

To fill the Gulf Saryshyganak at around 50 m water
abs enoughthe joint management of the hydrological
regime of the river and reservoir Shardarinsk Koksay
contr-regulator built specifically for controlling elevated
spending winter on the river.

Bringing the level of water in the Gulf of
Saryshyganak to reach 50 m. abs removes many of the
environmental problems in the Kazakhstan part of the Aral
Sea, creates a favorable water-salt regime in the project
area and will be able to develop a recreational area in the
city of Aral.
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